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“OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE” FOR “LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)” 

FOR CREATING “ONLINE” E-LEARNING CONTENT “ONLINE”  

                  
 
By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Online learning has its own benefits. Online Education Is Totally Worth The Effort.Online courses and degree programs are more convenient and cheaper 

than their counterparts in traditional education. Those are the two main advantages of online learning that lead many students to opt for online platforms when they want to earn a degree or just certificate. It’s no 

wonder why millions of students from all around the world opt for online degree programs or take at least one college course through an online platform. Online learning has to be the greatest revolution in 

contemporary education. It made a huge change in the system and opened great opportunities for everyone who wants to learn something. Forget about attending classes for hours, sitting in an uncomfortable chair, 

and suffering from back pain by the end of the day. You will not be bound to physical class session when you opt for online education. All lectures and needed materials are provided via online platforms, so you’ll 

easily access them from the comfort of your home. You will not take public transport to get to campus, you won’t have to spend money on gas for your car, you won’t have to get up early to get dressed for class… the 

list of conveniences goes on and on. It doesn’t matter where your career stands at this moment; an online program will always look good on your resume. It will show potential employers that you’re committed to 

learning and you’re eager to obtain more knowledge and new skills. Hiring managers don’t see online degrees as inferior to traditional ones. A degree is a degree. If you obtain an online degree from a prestigious 

university, you’ll boost your career with the speed of light. You will certainly become a better candidate for a job promotion, and your resume will look much better when you apply for new positions. 

E learning is in demand as many schools and colleges are making educational recourses accessible to large number of learners. Over period of time various types of tools proprietary and open source have evolved to 

assist e-learning content creation and delivery process. Among them Black board Edmodo and Taleo and ecollege are   proprietary LMS. Moodle Sakai and A tutor &  Open LAT  Open edX are open source LMS .  

Open source learning Management Systems can offer you the opportunity to create and deploy eLearning courses, especially if you are willing to take the time to master all of its features. In some cases, an open 

source LMS may come with a learning curve, but the cost-savings and design freedom may be well worth it in the end. If the open source Learning Management System features online tutorials or an active 

community, then don’t hesitate to check it out before making your final decision.Expert believe that we need to teach Keyboarding to all students .Typewriting skills make use of computers easy and students can do 

coding fast. One of the activity in Sugar Learning Environment is typing skills. According to reports if we do not introduce Coding in schools, then our children will be at a huge disadvantage and the future would be 

precarious. Indian schools need to adopt the Sugar on a Stick developed by sugarlabs.org is a compressed version of Fedora 31 that is created specifically for children as an alternative to the office style desktop. Sugar 

is essentially a learning platform that promotes collaborative learning through activities that encourage critical thinking. Sugar is currently being used daily in an educational environment by over 30 million children 

worldwide and is available in 25 languages. Coding is about much more than teaching technology. It incorporates logic, problem-solving, and creativity in an engaging way for children of all ages. Now the question is 

how we prepare our kids for the future, there is only one answer to that question is “Coding”.E-learning projects in many universities are focused on adapting or installing a software platform to upload teaching 

materials and sometimes to open discussion forums. However, it is totally possible to extend the learning management system (LMS) as a complete service platform for students and instructors including more 

advanced services.A Learning Management System is an essential tool for eLearning professionals. It can also be a major expense, especially if you are looking for a robust, versatile LMS that can accommodate your 

eLearning development needs. Therefore, both L&D departments and education administrators tend to favor open source because it’s a great solution for learning when having the end user in mind. 

 

    

E-learning projects in many universities are focused on adapting or installing a software platform to upload teaching materials and sometimes to open discussion forums. However, it is totally possible to extend the 

learning management system (LMS) as a complete service platform for students and instructors including more advanced services.A Learning Management System is an essential tool for eLearning professionals. It 

can also be a major expense, especially if you are looking for a robust, versatile LMS that can accommodate your eLearning development needs. Therefore, both L&D departments and education administrators tend 

to favor open source because it’s a great solution for learning when having the end user in mind.So, you just need to choose a specific open source LMS that is suitable to your needs. However, this process can 

become a bit tricky. Identifying your needs before choosing implies that you have to answer some questions: Does the LMS have a supportive online community?.Is it compatible with third-party plug-ins offered by 

external developers?.What’s the quality of its user interface?.Is the software mobile-friendly?.What about eCommerce integration, reports, and analytics?.Fortunately, there are a variety of different Open Source 

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) that can offer you the dynamic and flexible eLearning platform you need without making you go over your eLearning budget. 

Moodle :Community-driven, this globally supported effort makes one of the largest open source teams in the world. Moodle comes with a full kit of features that allow not only corporates but also educators to create 

a private learning space online, filled with tools that easily create courses and countless activities – all optimized for collaborative learning.Moodle Mobile:Access learning at a touch of a button even when offline, 

thanks to the Moodle Mobile app. Available for both Android and iOS. Extend Moodle:Browse the extensive Moodle plugins directory for extra activities, blocks, themes, and more.upport & Community 

Forums:Get support and share ideas, all in your own language. Experience how efficiently Moodle is globally supported and discover the value of an open, collaborative effort.Plans And Pricing:Apart from the 

standard, free plan, there are premium options available, starting from $59 per year. 

 Open edX:The Open edX is a tool empowering learners to access course content, including videos and textbooks, while checking their progress in the course. The Open edX LMS has a discussion forum and a wiki 

that both learners and course team members can contribute to, whereas the latter can also use an instructor dashboard.Open edX Studio:The tool for building your courses, creating structure and then adding 

content. You can also manage the course schedule and the course team, set grading policies, publish different parts of your course,  and more.Community Support:There’s a discussion forum and the Open edX 

Insights – those are particularly useful as they’re part of the community structure and learners can benefit from interaction with experienced members. The Open edX community includes webinars, upcoming 

events, and blog posts.Plans And Pricing:No premium options available. 

A Tutor: Free open source web-based LMS that develops and delivers online courses in minutes. ATutor's functionality is easily extended with feature modules. It helps educators in assembling, packaging, and 

redistributing standardized web-based instructional content. Users have created add-ons to ATutor LMS such as AContent, a content management system, and ATutor Social, a networking component. Automated 

Installer & Upgrade:A fast and easy way to install or upgrade, as it doesn't require much technical knowledge. Even so, support is available through the website if you need help installing or upgrading. Module 

Manager:Administrators can install, enable, and disable modules, define a default set, and create menu blocks for new courses. Among these, there are fully integrated feature extensions or third party add-on 

software. Language Manager:Easily search through text to quickly find and customize interface, feedback, and module language. All languages are available in UTF-8 and courses can display multiple languages at 

the same time.  

Sakai:Following a fundamentally different approach, the direction and features of Sakai originate within Higher Education to address the dynamic needs of the global academic community. A structure that highly 

values the participation of its contributors, with educators and developers from various institutions working for the common cause of turning great ideas into reality for the entire community of Sakai 

adopters.Interoperability: Sakai invested in open standards like IMS Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI). It's capable of seamlessly integrating unique, powerful new functionalities into the next generation of 

digital learning environments. Rich Functionality: With a wide-ranging suite of features, Sakai provides all the necessary for instructors, students, research investigators, and project leaders to succeed in their online 

initiatives. Discussion capabilities, announcements, messaging, file management, assignment delivery, assessments, and more.Responsive User Interface:Completely redesigned so that its powerful new capabilities 

can be provided through a clean, modern design, Sakai features a number of functional enhancements framed by a responsive, iFrame-less tool structure. . 

GeoGebra is amiable as software application and as an app on Android and iOS platforms to teach mathematics and statistics.  and OBS Studio is available for screen casting on YouTube. 
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Conclusion: Open source learning Management Systems can offer you the opportunity to create and deploy eLearning courses, especially if you are willing to take the time to master all of its 

features. In some cases, an open source LMS may come with a learning curve, but the cost-savings and design freedom may be well worth it in the end. If the open source Learning 

Management System features online tutorials or an active community, then don’t hesitate to check it out before making your final decision. GeoGebra is amiable as software application and 

as an app on Android and iOS platforms to teach mathematics and statistics.  and OBS Studio is available for screen casting on YouTube. 

                      

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 
 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

READY INSTALLED “SOAS” ON PEN DRIVE. SUGAR ON A STICK IS A FEDORA-BASED OPERATING SYSTEM, 

 

30 MILLION STUDENTS PRE-SCHOOL TO 10 STANDARD USE WORLDWIDE  

GET READY TO OPERATE AND READY INSTALLED “SOAS” ON PEN DRIVE “SUGAR ON A STICK-PORTABLE OS FROM “KPN UNLIMITED TECHNOLOGIES”.FOR 

DETAILS CONTACT: WHATS UP M S YATNATTI AT: 9342063661 or “SWARNA” AT: 9945051395 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com     

Postal address: KPN Unlimited Technologies No 328/D Ganana Bharathi Layout Third Block Valagerahalli Dubasiplaya Bangalore-560059. 
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